
Mini   Bulbasaurs   
By   April   Roberts   
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Supplies   
● Yarn:   in   color   for   the   bulba   you   want   to   make   
● Recommended   hook   size   D     
● Scissors   
● Yarn   needle   
● Felt   or   safety   eyes   (size   depending   on   hook   used)   

tan   felt   for   spots   and   eyes,   white   felt   for   eyes   
  

● Strongly   recommend   needle   felting   or   embroidery   for   
the   small   details   

  
*This   pattern   is   worked   in    continuous   rounds ,   meaning   there   is   no   slip   
stitch   to   first   stitch,   chain   one   at   the   end   of   every   round.   

  
Pineapple   Bulbasaur   

  
Head    starting   with   yellow   
R1:   Mc   6   sc   (6)   
R2:   Inc   in   each   (12)   
R3:   *Sc,   Inc,*   repeat   around   (18)   
R4:   *Sc   2,   Inc,*   repeat   around   (24)   
R5-9:   Sc   around   (24   stitches,   5   rounds)    *If   using   safety   
eyes   insert    between   rounds   6&7    space   4   stitches   
apart.   
R10:   *Sc   2,   Dec*   repeat   around   (18)   
R11:   *Sc,Dec*   (12)    add   stuffing   
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R12:   Dec   6   (6)   FO   
  
  

Body   
R1:   Mc   6   sc   (6)   
R2:   Inc   in   each   (12)   
R3:   *Sc,   Inc*,   repeat   around   (18)   
R4:   *Sc   2,   Inc*,   repeat   around   (24)   
R5:   Sc   4,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc   6,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   
Sc   4   (30)     
*The   6sc   creates   the   back,   the   4sc   at   the   beginning   and   end   create   the   
belly.   
  

R6-7:   Sc   around   (30)  
R8:   Sc   4,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc   6,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc,   
Dec,   Sc   4   (24)   
R9-10:   Sc   around   (24)   
R11:   *Sc   2,   Dec*   repeat   around   (18)   
R12-14:   Sc   around   (18   stitches   3   rounds)   
R15:   *Sc,   Dec*   (12)   add   stuffing   FO   LT   
  
  

Legs    Make   2   

R1:   MC   Sc   6   (6)   
R2:   *Sc,   Inc*   Repeat   around   (9)   
R3:   Sc   4,   Dec,   Sc   3   (8)    This   creates   a   small   foot   like   shape   
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R4-5:   Sc   in   each   stitch   around   (8   stitches,   2   rounds)     
FO   LT   
  

Arms    Make   2   

R1   MC   Sc   6   (6)   
R2   Sc   2,   Inc   2,   Sc   2,   (8)   
R3-5   Sc   in   each   stitch   around   (8   stitches,   3   rounds)   FO   LT   
  

Ears    Make   2   

R1   MC   Sc   4   (4)   
R2   Sc   2,   inc,   sc   (5)   
R3   Sc   2,   inc,   sc   2   (6)   FOLT   
  
  
  

Pineapple   Leaves    Make   6-7   

Ch   6,   Dc   in   3rd   ch,   hdc   in   next,   sc,   slst   ch1   slst   in   last,   
working   on   back   side   of   starting   chain,   sc   in   next,   hdc,   dc,   
ch   1   slst   to   same   stitch   dc   is   in   FOLT   
  

After   body   assembly,   place   3   in   the   “center”   of   the   back   and   sew   the   rest   
around   those.   Only   sew   the   Dc   part   to   the   body   so   that   the   leaves   can   
stand   up.   
  

Eyes   
This   bulbasaur   is   happy   eyed,   however   if   you   choose   to   have   your   bulba   
awake   you   can   use   this   template   to   cut   the   whites   of   the   eye   and   then   the   
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iris   of   the   eye.   Depending   on   the   hook   you   use   you   may   have   to   scale   it   up   
or   down   to   size.     

  
  
  

Assembly     
Sew   head   to   body   making   sure   that   both   the   body   and   head   lay   flat   on   the   
work   surface.   Add   legs   and   arms   next,   and   ears   last.   Pin   the   leaves   into   

place   before   sewing   to   make   sure   you   get   a   good   placement.   
Cut   eyes   and   diamond-ish   shaped   spots   out   of   felt   and   either   glue   or   

needle   felt   them   to   bulbasaur   in   different   spots   around   the   body.   Embroider   
white   claws   on   to   the   feet   and   use   black   to   embroider   nose   and   mouth   on   

to   face.   
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And   with   that   you   are   done!   CONGRATS!   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  

Mini   Watermelon   Bulbasaur   
By   April   Roberts   
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Supplies   
● Yarn:   Pink   (body),   Light   and   Dark   Green(watermelon)   
● Recommended   hook   size   D     
● Scissors   
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● Yarn   needle   
● Felt   or   safety   eyes   (size   depending   on   hook   used)   

Black   felt   for   seeds,   white   and   pink   felt   for   eyes   
● Strongly   recommend   needle   felting   or   embroidery   for   

the   small   details   
  

Terms   used   
MC-   Magic   Circle   
Ch-   Chain   
Sc-   Single   Crochet   
Inc-   Increase   
Dec-   Decrease   
FO-   Fasten   off   
LT-   Leave   tail   for   sewing     
  

*This   pattern   is   worked   in    continuous   rounds ,   meaning   there   is   no   slip   
stitch   to   first   stitch,   chain   one   at   the   end   of   every   round.   
  

Head    with   pink   
R1:   Mc   6   sc   (6)   
R2:   Inc   in   each   (12)   
R3:   *Sc,   Inc,*   repeat   around   (18)   
R4:   *Sc   2,   Inc,*   repeat   around   (24)   
R5-9:   Sc   around   (24   stitches,   5   rounds)    *If   using   safety   
eyes   insert    between   rounds   6&7    space   4   stitches   
apart.   
R10:   *Sc   2,   Dec*   repeat   around   (18)   
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R11:   *Sc,Dec*   (12)    add   stuffing   
R12:   Dec   6   (6)   FO   
  
  

Body   
R1:   Mc   6   sc   (6)   
R2:   Inc   in   each   (12)   
R3:   *Sc,   Inc*,   repeat   around   (18)   
R4:   *Sc   2,   Inc*,   repeat   around   (24)   
R5:   Sc   4,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc   6,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   
Sc   4   (30)     
*The   6sc   creates   the   back,   the   4sc   at   the   beginning   and   end   create   the   
belly.   
  

R6-7:   Sc   around   (30)  
R8:   Sc   4,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc   6,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc,   
Dec,   Sc   4   (24)   
R9-10:   Sc   around   (24)   
R11:   *Sc   2,   Dec*   repeat   around   (18)   
R12-14:   Sc   around   (18   stitches   3   rounds)   
R15:   *Sc,   Dec*   (12)   add   stuffing   FO   LT   
  
  

Legs    Make   2   

R1:   MC   Sc   6   (6)   
R2:   *Sc,   Inc*   Repeat   around   (9)   
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R3:   Sc   4,   Dec,   Sc   3   (8)    This   creates   a   small   foot   like   shape   
R4-5:   Sc   in   each   stitch   around   (8   stitches,   2   rounds)     
FO   LT   
  

Arms    Make   2   

R1   MC   Sc   6   (6)   
R2   Sc   2,   Inc   2,   Sc   2,   (8)   
R3-5   Sc   in   each   stitch   around   (8   stitches,   3   rounds)   FO   LT   
  

Ears    Make   2   

R1   MC   Sc   4   (4)   
R2   Sc   2,   inc,   sc   (5)   
R3   Sc   2,   inc,   sc   2   (6)   FOLT   
  

Watermelon   
Starting   with   light   green   Ch   11   
  

R1:   Sc   back   along   the   chain   (10)   ch   1   turn   
R2:   Sc   10     in   the   front   loop   only     (10)   switch   to    dark   green    Ch   1   turn   
*Carry   the   light   green   along   the   back   side   and   make   sure   to   crochet   over   it.   
R3:   Sc   10     in   the   front   loop   only     (10)   switch   back   to    light   green    drop   dark   
do   not   carry   it   along   the   next   row.   
  

Repeat   R1-R3   6   times   for   a   total   of   18   rows.   FO   Dark   green.   Cut   Light   
Green   with   a   LONG   tail.   
  

With   yarn   needle   sew   R1   to   R18.     
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Weave   the   yarn   through   the   bumps   on   the   sides   of   the   stitches   and   pull   
tight   to   close   one   end   of   the   watermelon.     
  

Bring   the   yarn   back   to   the   other   side   of   the   watermelon   by   sewing   under   
the   light   green   stitches   of   the   nearest   light   green   round.   Make   sure   not   to   
pull   too   tight   or   the   yarn   will   pucker   making   the   melon   misshaped.     
  

Stuff   the   melon   with   poly   fil.   Using   the   same   method   as   the   first   end   sew   
closed   the   open   end   of   the   watermelon.   Pull   to   close.     
  

Use   the   rest   of   the   yarn   to   sew   to   the   body   of   Bulbasaur   after   you   have   it’s   
body   sewn   together.   

  
Eyes   
This   bulbasaur   has   safety   eyes,   however   if   you   choose   to   have   your   bulba   
awake   you   can   use   this   template   to   cut   the   whites   of   the   eye   and   then   the   
iris   of   the   eye   from   colored   felt.   Depending   on   the   hook   you   use   you   may   
have   to   scale   it   up   or   down   to   size.     
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Assembly     

Sew   head   to   body   making   sure   that   both   the   body   and   head   lay   flat   on   the   
work   surface.   Add   legs   and   arms   next,   and   ears   last.   Pin   the   melon   into   

place   before   sewing   to   make   sure   you   get   a   good   placement.   
Cut   eyes   and   seed   shaped   spots   out   of   felt   and   either   glue   or   needle   felt   
them   to   bulbasaur   in   different   spots   around   the   body.   Embroider   white   

claws   on   to   the   feet   and   use   black   to   embroider   eyes   (if   sleeping)   nose   and   
mouth   on   to   face.   

  
And   with   that   you   are   done!   CONGRATS!   

  
Special   thanks   to    Allym5    on   Instagram   for   testing   and   photos!   
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Mini   Cactus   Bulbasaur   
By   April   Roberts   

  
  

***This   pattern   has   yet   to   be   tested   if   you   would   like   to   have   your   finished   
photo   featured   in   this   pattern   along   with   your   name   please   email   me***   
  

Supplies   
● Yarn:   Tan,   Light   Green,     
● Recommended   hook   size   D     
● Scissors   
● Yarn   needle   
● Felt   or   safety   eyes   (size   depending   on   hook   used)   

white   and   brown   or   green   felt   for   eyes   
● Strongly   recommend   needle   felting   or   embroidery   for   

the   small   details   
● Fishing   line   and   hot   glue   (optional)   

  
  

*This   pattern   is   worked   in    continuous   rounds ,   meaning   there   is   no   slip   
stitch   to   first   stitch,   chain   one   at   the   end   of   every   round.   
  

Cactus   Bulbasaur     starting   with   Tan   
Head   
R1:   Mc   6   sc   (6)   
R2:   Inc   in   each   (12)   
R3:   *Sc,   Inc,*   repeat   around   (18)   
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R4:   *Sc   2,   Inc,*   repeat   around   (24)   
R5-9:   Sc   around   (24   stitches,   5   rounds)    *If   using   safety   
eyes   insert    between   rounds   6&7    space   4   stitches   
apart.   
R10:   *Sc   2,   Dec*   repeat   around   (18)   
R11:   *Sc,Dec*   (12)    add   stuffing   
R12:   Dec   6   (6)   FO   
  
  
  

Body   
R1:   Mc   6   sc   (6)   
R2:   Inc   in   each   (12)   
R3:   *Sc,   Inc*,   repeat   around   (18)   
R4:   *Sc   2,   Inc*,   repeat   around   (24)   
R5:   Sc   4,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc   6,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   
Sc   4   (30)     
*The   6sc   creates   the   back,   the   4sc   at   the   beginning   and   end   create   the   
belly.   
  

R6-7:   Sc   around   (30)  
R8:   Sc   4,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc   6,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc,   
Dec,   Sc   4   (24)   
R9-10:   Sc   around   (24)   
R11:   *Sc   2,   Dec*   repeat   around   (18)   
R12-14:   Sc   around   (18   stitches   3   rounds)   
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R15:   *Sc,   Dec*   (12)   add   stuffing   FO   LT   
  
  

Legs    Make   2   

R1:   MC   Sc   6   (6)   
R2:   *Sc,   Inc*   Repeat   around   (9)   
R3:   Sc   4,   Dec,   Sc   3   (8)    This   creates   a   small   foot   like   shape   
R4-5:   Sc   in   each   stitch   around   (8   stitches,   2   rounds)     
FO   LT   

  
  

Arms    Make   2   

R1   MC   Sc   6   (6)   
R2   Sc   2,   Inc   2,   Sc   2,   (8)   
R3-5   Sc   in   each   stitch   around   (8   stitches,   3   rounds)   FO   LT   
  

Ears    Make   2   

R1   MC   Sc   4   (4)   
R2   Sc   2,   inc,   sc   (5)   
R3   Sc   2,   inc,   sc   2   (6)   FOLT   
  

Cactus   
Before   you   start,   figure   out   if   you’d   like   the   cactus   to   be   pokey.   If   you   do   skip   to   Pokey   
section    after     ROW   17   
  

Starting   with   light   green   Ch   11   
R1:   Sc   back   along   the   chain   (10)   ch   1   turn   
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R2:   Sc   10     in   the   front   loop   only     (10)   Ch   1   turn   
Repeat   R2   for   a   total   of   17   rows.   Cut   Light   Green   with   a   LONG   tail.   
  

Skip   to   pokey   section   now   if   you   want   spikes   
  

(Non-Pokey   Cactus)   With   yarn   needle   sew   R1   to   R17.     
  

Weave   the   yarn   through   the   bumps   on   the   sides   of   the   stitches   and   pull   
tight   to   close   one   end   of   the   cactus.     
  

Bring   the   yarn   back   to   the   other   side   of   the   cactus   by   sewing   under   the   
stitches   of   the   nearest   round.   Make   sure   not   to   pull   too   tight   or   the   yarn   will   
pucker   making   the   cactus   misshaped.     
  

Stuff   the   cactus   with   poly   fil.   Using   the   same   method   as   the   first   end   sew   
closed   the   open   end   of   the   plant.   Pull   to   close.     
  

Use   the   rest   of   the   yarn   to   sew   to   the   back   of   Bulbasaur   after   you   have   it’s   
body   sewn   together.   
  

Small   cactus   bump   (optional)   
R1   6   sc   in   MC   (6)   
R2   *sc,   inc*   repeat   around   (9)   
R3-4   sc   in   each   stitch   (9   sc   for   2   rounds)   
R5   *sc,   dec*   repeat   around   (6)   FOLT   sew   to   side   of   cacti.   

  
POKEY   Cactus   
Figure   out   what   side   you   will   have   facing   out.   Once   you   do,   take   fishing   line   
and   cut   some   2   inch   pieces.   Tie   a   knot   in   the   center   of   each   2   inch   piece.   
Poke   through   the   crochet   piece   from   the   wrong   side   out   to   the   right   side.   
Add   a   VERY   small   amount   of   hot   glue   to   the   knot   so   it   won't   go   through   the   
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yarn.   Sew   the   cactus   together   using   instructions   above.   Afterwards   you   can   
trim   back   the   “spikes”   

  
Eyes   
Use   this   template   to   cut   eyes   out   of   felt.   Cut   the   whites   of   the   eye   and   then   
the   iris   of   the   eye.   Depending   on   the   hook   you   use   you   may   have   to   scale   it   
up   or   down   to   size.     

  
  
  

Assembly     
Sew   head   to   body   making   sure   that   both   the   body   and   head   lay   flat   on   the   
work   surface.   Add   legs   and   arms   next,   and   ears   last.   Pin   the   cactus   into   

place   before   sewing   to   make   sure   you   get   a   good   placement.   
Cut   eyes   out   of   felt   if   you   choose   awake   bulbasaur   and   either   glue   or   

needle   felt   them   to   bulbasaur.   Embroider   white   claws   on   to   the   feet   and   use   
black   to   embroider   eyes   (if   sleeping)   nose   and   mouth   on   to   face.   

  
And   with   that   you   are   done!   CONGRATS!   
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Mini   Bulbasaur   
By   April   Roberts   

  
  
  
  

Supplies   
● Yarn:   Light   Green   or   teal,   Dark   green   
● Recommended   hook   size   D     
● Scissors   
● Yarn   needle   
● Felt   or   safety   eyes   (size   depending   on   hook   used)   
● Strongly   recommend   needle   felting   or   embroidery   for   

the   small   details   
  
  

*This   pattern   is   worked   in    continuous   rounds ,   meaning   there   is   no   slip   
stitch   to   first   stitch,   chain   one   at   the   end   of   every   round.   

  
Head    Starting   with   Teal   
R1:   Mc   6   sc   (6)   
R2:   Inc   in   each   (12)   
R3:   *Sc,   Inc,*   repeat   around   (18)   
R4:   *Sc   2,   Inc,*   repeat   around   (24)   
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R5-9:   Sc   around   (24   stitches,   5   rounds)    *If   using   safety   
eyes   insert    between   rounds   6&7    space   4   stitches   
apart.   
R10:   *Sc   2,   Dec*   repeat   around   (18)   
R11:   *Sc,Dec*   (12)    add   stuffing   
R12:   Dec   6   (6)   FO   
  
  

Body   
R1:   Mc   6   sc   (6)   
R2:   Inc   in   each   (12)   
R3:   *Sc,   Inc*,   repeat   around   (18)   
R4:   *Sc   2,   Inc*,   repeat   around   (24)   
R5:   Sc   4,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc   6,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   
Sc   4   (30)     
*The   6sc   creates   the   back,   the   4sc   at   the   beginning   and   end   create   the   
belly.   
  

R6-7:   Sc   around   (30)  
R8:   Sc   4,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc   6,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc,   
Dec,   Sc   4   (24)   
R9-10:   Sc   around   (24)   
R11:   *Sc   2,   Dec*   repeat   around   (18)   
R12-14:   Sc   around   (18   stitches   3   rounds)   
R15:   *Sc,   Dec*   (12)   add   stuffing   FO   LT   
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Legs    Make   2   

R1:   MC   Sc   6   (6)   
R2:   *Sc,   Inc*   Repeat   around   (9)   
R3:   Sc   4,   Dec,   Sc   3   (8)    This   creates   a   small   foot   like   shape   
R4-5:   Sc   in   each   stitch   around   (8   stitches,   2   rounds)     
FO   LT   

  
Arms    Make   2   

R1:   MC   Sc   6   (6)   
R2:   Sc   2,   Inc   2,   Sc   2,   (8)   
R3-5:   Sc   in   each   stitch   around   (8   stitches,   3   rounds)     
FO   LT   
  

Ears    Make   2   

R1:   MC   Sc   4   (4)   
R2:   Sc   2,   inc,   sc   (5)   
R3:   Sc   2,   inc,   sc   2   (6)   FOLT   
  

Bulb     Starting   with   dark   green   Ch   11   
R1:   MC,   6   sc   (6)   
R2:   Inc   in   each   stitch   (12)  
R3:   *sc,   Inc*   repeat   around   (18)   
R4-8:   sc   in   each   stitch   (18   sc   for   5   rounds)   
R9:   *sc,   dec*   repeat   around   (12)   
R10:   sc   around   (12)  
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Stuff   to   a   med   firmness   
R11:   dec   in   each   (6)    
R12:   (Sc,   ch   2,   slst   in   2nd   ch   from   hook,   sc)   all   in   one   
stitch.   Repeat   around   to   create   6   ridges   at   the   top   of   the   
bulb.   FOLT   
  

With   yarn   needle   close   up   hole   at   round   11.   Run   the   yarn   up   along   the   side   
of   the   bulb   and   down   through   the   center   of   R1   and   out   through   the   center   
of   R11.   repeat   until   you   have   5-6   sections   and   make   sure   to   tighten   up   after   
each   pass.   This   will   shape   the   bulb.   
  

Use   the   rest   of   the   yarn   to   sew   to   the   back   of   Bulbasaur   after   you   have   it’s   
body   sewn   together.   
  

Eyes   
Use   this   template   below   to   cut   eyes   out   of   felt.   Cut   the   whites   of   the   eye   
and   then   the   iris   of   the   eye.   Depending   on   the   hook   you   use   you   may   have   
to   scale   it   up   or   down   to   size.     
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Assembly     
Sew   head   to   body   making   sure   that   both   the   body   and   head   lay   flat   on   the   

work   surface.   Add   legs   and   arms   next,   and   ears   last.   Pin   the   bulb   into   place   
before   sewing   to   make   sure   you   get   a   good   placement.   

Cut   eyes   out   of   felt   if   you   choose   awake   bulbasaur   and   either   glue   or   
needle   felt   them   to   bulbasaur.   Embroider   white   claws   on   to   the   feet   and   use   
black   to   embroider   eyes   (if   sleeping)   nose   and   mouth   on   to   face.   Use   felt   or   

a   darker   teal   color   thread   to   make   Bulbasaur’s   spots   on   head,   legs   and   
body   

And   with   that   you   are   done!   CONGRATS!   

  
  
  
  
  

Mini   Pumpkin   Bulbasaur   
By   April   Roberts   

  
  
  
  

Supplies   
● Yarn:   Light   Green(pumpkin   bulba)   or   Grey(jack   o   

lantern   bulba)   for   body,   Orange   for   Pumpkin   
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● Recommended   hook   size   D     
● Scissors   
● Yarn   needle   
● Felt   or   safety   eyes   (size   depending   on   hook   used)   
● Strongly   recommend   needle   felting   or   embroidery   for   

the   small   details   
  
  

*This   pattern   is   worked   in    continuous   rounds ,   meaning   there   is   no   slip   
stitch   to   first   stitch,   chain   one   at   the   end   of   every   round.   

  
Head    Starting   with   Green   or   Grey   
R1:   Mc   6   sc   (6)   
R2:   Inc   in   each   (12)   
R3:   *Sc,   Inc,*   repeat   around   (18)   
R4:   *Sc   2,   Inc,*   repeat   around   (24)   
R5-9:   Sc   around   (24   stitches,   5   rounds)    *If   using   safety   
eyes   insert    between   rounds   6&7    space   4   stitches   
apart.   
R10:   *Sc   2,   Dec*   repeat   around   (18)   
R11:   *Sc,Dec*   (12)    add   stuffing   
R12:   Dec   6   (6)   FO   
  

Body   
R1:   Mc   6   sc   (6)   
R2:   Inc   in   each   (12)   
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R3:   *Sc,   Inc*,   repeat   around   (18)   
R4:   *Sc   2,   Inc*,   repeat   around   (24)   
R5:   Sc   4,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc   6,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   Sc,   Inc,   
Sc   4   (30)     
*The   6sc   creates   the   back,   the   4sc   at   the   beginning   and   end   create   the   
belly.   
  

R6-7:   Sc   around   (30)  
R8:   Sc   4,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc   6,   Dec,   Sc,   Dec,   Sc,   
Dec,   Sc   4   (24)   
R9-10:   Sc   around   (24)   
R11:   *Sc   2,   Dec*   repeat   around   (18)   
R12-14:   Sc   around   (18   stitches   3   rounds)   
R15:   *Sc,   Dec*   (12)   add   stuffing   FO   LT   
  
  

Legs    Make   2   

R1:   MC   Sc   6   (6)   
R2:   *Sc,   Inc*   Repeat   around   (9)   
R3:   Sc   4,   Dec,   Sc   3   (8)    This   creates   a   small   foot   like   shape   
R4-5:   Sc   in   each   stitch   around   (8   stitches,   2   rounds)     
FO   LT   

  
Arms    Make   2   

R1:   MC   Sc   6   (6)   
R2:   Sc   2,   Inc   2,   Sc   2,   (8)   
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R3-5:   Sc   in   each   stitch   around   (8   stitches,   3   rounds)     
FO   LT   
  

Ears    Make   2   

R1:   MC   Sc   4   (4)   
R2:   Sc   2,   inc,   sc   (5)   
R3:   Sc   2,   inc,   sc   2   (6)   FOLT   

  
Pumpkin   
Before   you   start,   figure   out   if   you’d   like   the   pumpkin   as   a   jack-o-lantern   or   
plain.   If   you   would   like   a   Jack-o-lantern   please   skip   down.   
  

Option   1:   Plain   Pumpkin,   Starting   with   orange   Ch   11   
R1:   Sc   back   along   the   chain   (10)   ch   1   turn   
R2:   Sc   10     in   the   front   loop   only     (10)   Ch   1   turn   
Repeat   R2   for   a   total   of   17   rows.   Cut   yarn   with   a   LONG   tail.   
  

Weave   the   yarn   through   the   bumps   on   the   sides   of   the   stitches   and   pull   
tight   to   close   one   end   of   the   pumpkin.     
  

Bring   the   yarn   back   to   the   other   side   of   the   pumpkin   by   sewing   under   the   
stitches   of   the   nearest   round.   Make   sure   not   to   pull   too   tight   unless   you   
want   a   misshapen   gourd.     
  

Stuff   the   pumpkin   with   poly   fil.   Using   the   same   method   as   the   first   end   sew   
closed   the   open   end   of   the   plant.   Pull   to   close.   Run   tail   through   the   center   
points   a   few   times   to   give   it   a   more   pumpkin   like   shape.     
  

Use   the   rest   of   the   yarn   to   sew   to   the   back   of   Bulbasaur   after   you   have   it’s   
body   sewn   together.   
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Option   2:   Jack-o-lantern   with   orange   
R1:   MC,   6   sc   (6)   
R2:   Inc   in   each   stitch   (12)  
R3:   *sc,   Inc*   repeat   around   (18)   
R4-9:   sc   in   each   stitch   (18   sc   for   6   rounds)   
R10:   *sc,   dec*   repeat   around   (12)   
Stuff   to   a   med   firmness   
R11:   dec   in   each   (6)   FO   leaving   a   very   long   tail   
  

With   yarn   needle   close   up   hole.   Run   the   yarn   up   along   the   side   of   the   
pumpkin   and   down   through   the   center   of   R1   and   out   through   the   center   of   
R11.   repeat   until   you   have   5-6   sections   and   make   sure   to   tighten   up   after   
each   pass.   This   will   flatten   the   pumpkin   a   little   and   give   it   more   pumpkin   
shape.   Sew   to   body   of   Bulbasaur   with   round   11   facing   down   towards   the   
body.   
  

With   Black   felt,   cut   out   a   jack-o-lantern   face   and   glue   or   needle   felt   it   to   the   
pumpkin.   You   can   also   use   embroidery   floss   to   embroider   a   face   onto   the   
pumpkin.   

  
Eyes   
Use   this   template   to   cut   eyes   out   of   felt.   Cut   the   whites   of   the   eye   and   then   
the   iris   of   the   eye.   Depending   on   the   hook   you   use   you   may   have   to   scale   it   
up   or   down   to   size.     
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Assembly     

Sew   head   to   body   making   sure   that   both   the   body   and   head   lay   flat   on   the   
work   surface.   Add   legs   and   arms   next,   and   ears   last.   Pin   the   pumpkin   into   

place   before   sewing   to   make   sure   you   get   a   good   placement.   
Cut   eyes   out   of   felt   if   you   choose   awake   bulbasaur   and   either   glue   or   

needle   felt   them   to   bulbasaur.   Embroider   white   claws   on   to   the   feet   and   use   
black   to   embroider   eyes   (if   sleeping)   nose   and   mouth   on   to   face.   If   doing   a   
grey   bulbasaur   you   can   add   black   stitches   around   the   body   to   give   it   more   

of   a   halloween   look.   
  

And   with   that   you   are   done!   CONGRATS!   
  
  

*Pattern   is   the   property   of   Craftipus.     
  

*Please   do   not   share   this   pattern.   Pattern   making   can   take   hours   to   weeks,   when   
you   share   a   pattern   illegally   it   devalues   the   time   and   skill   the   maker   puts   into   the   

work.   You   may   sell   your   finished   products   from   this   pattern.     
  

*Any   questions   or   for   a   custom   pattern   please   feel   free   to   email   me   at   
Craftipus@gmail.com   
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